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культурну	 спрямованість.	 Вправи	 та	 завдання	 побудовано	
на	основі	 інтерактивного	підходу	з	урахуванням	 індивіду-
альних	інтересів	та	особливостей	школярів.
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4Unit 1 Me and My Family
lessons 1–2
Learn to talk about summer
































E x am p l e:	We can travel by car in summer. I love to go 
to the seaside by car.














5. Talk with a friend about your summer. Use:
Hi, ____! Glad to ________. How?
Hi, ____. I’m fine, _____. And you?
Great! Summer is ______, isn’t it?
Sure. I love ______________. _______ in summer.
I like it a lot. We can _________.
It is also time for _____. I can _____ all day long.
Me, too.
On your own: Take your summer photo and write what 
you like to do in summer. 
E x am p l e:	This is my summer photo.
I am at the seaside.
It is hot and sunny.
I like to bathe in the sun.
I can swim in the sea all day 
long.
6. Look and guess where these children spend their summer.
E x am p l e:	 I think these children spend this summer ... .
lessons 1–2
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7. Read and say what summer fun these children have.
SUMMer FUn
I	love	summer	mornings	in	my	granny’s	

















9. Talk with friends about your summer. Use:
I	love	...	.	...	in	summer.	The	weather	is	...	.	We	can	...	.	
I	usually	...	.	It	is	time	for	...	.
10. Write a postcard about your summer fun.







Me and My Family
lessons3–5
Learn to introduce your family









She	 is	 fond	 of	 ...,	 you	
know.
I	can	see	that!







E x am p l e:	 I have got two grandmas.








3. Look, match and say.
to	love	flower	gardening	 to	be	full	of	life	and	energy
to	make	a	film	 to	adore	animals
E x am p l e:	My grandma loves flower gardening.










What’s on your video? 
5. Talk with a friend about your family. Use:
What’s on your ______, I wonder?
It’s my _______________.
Who is that _______ with _______?
It’s my ______________. He/she is fond of ______,  
you know. He/she adores ___________.
I can see that!
On your own: Collect 3–5 photos of your relatives and 
label them.
E x am p l e:	This is my dad.	
6. Look and guess who is who in Paul’s family. 
E x am p l e:	This is Paul.
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My	 granny	 doesn’t	work,	 but	 she	 is	 full	 of	 life	 and	
energy.	She	loves	flower	gardening.
I	adore	my	family.






















Learn to talk about your parents
















E x am p l e:	The girl’s mum works in the hospital.



















E x am p l es:	Doctors can work in hospitals.
Unit  1
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4. Listen and role-pay.
aBOUT	JOHN’S	ParENTS	 
Remember!








5. Talk with a friend about your parents. Use the pattern:
I say, ____, where is your _____ now?
He/she is in the _____. He/she is a _______.
Wow! And what does you ______ do?
She/he is a _____. She/he works in the _____.
How interesting!
On your own: Take your parents’ photos and write what 
they do and where they work.





6. Look and guess.  




E x am p l e:	 I think John’s mum is a ... .
7. Read and say what Susan likes about John’s parents.
JOHN’S	FaMIly	
















9. Talk with friends about your parents. Use:
My	parents	are	 ...	 .	My	mum	is	 ...	 .	She	works	 in	 ...	 .	
She	can	...	.	My	dad	is	...	.	He	works	in	...	.	He	can	...	.	
10. Write about your parents in your family album.





Learn to talk about your grandparents













E x am p l e:	The boy’s granddad is carving a horse.
























































































































E x am p l e:	Polly’s mum is thirty-two and my mum is...











She is busy cooking.
5. Talk with a friend about your grandparents. Use:
Hi! Where are you going?







What is she/he busy doing?
She/he is ______. _____, you know.
She/he is just ______, but she/he is full of _____.
Good for _______!
On your own: Take your grandparents’ photos and write 
how old they are and what they are busy doing.
E x am p l e:	 	  This is my granddad. He is sixty-
four. He is busy carving horses.
6. Look and guess how Polly helps her grandparents.
E x am p l e:	 I think Polly helps her grandma.









































Learn to talk about your sister  
or brother










1. Look and say if these brothers and/or sisters look alike.
dark-hairedbrown-eyedred-haired
E x am p l e:	These brothers look alike. They are red-haired.














3. Look, match and say what these children look like.
twin	brothers	 dark-haired	 blue-eyed
an	only	child	 to	look	alike
E x am p l e:	These are twin-brothers. They look alike.


















Have you got any brothers or sisters?
I haven’t got any brothers or sisters.
5. Talk with a friend about your brothers and/or sisters. 
Use: 
I say, ____, have you got any _____?
Sure. I have got ____. My ___ is ____.
How lucky you are! You are _____.  
Do you look alike?
Yes/no ________________.
Do you like to ____________?
Of course, I do. We often ______ together. 
You ______, right?





On your own: Take your sister’s/brother’s photos and 
write what they look like.
6. Look and guess who is who in John’s family.









all	 the	 children	 in	 the	 family	 are	 good-looking.	His	
































Learn to talk about yourself































3. Look, match and talk about the girl.
to	sweep	the	floor,	a	forehead,	to	water	the	plants,	a	curl,	
to	help	about	the	house
E x am p l e:	The girl has a curl.
4. Listen and role-play.
a	GOOD	GIrl














She listens to her mother most of the time.
She looks after her toys.
5. Talk with a friend about yourself. Use:
Hi, ___, you look ________.  
I really like your ____________.
Thank you, ____. You are _______.
What are you __________ now?
I am _______________.
So you always _____, don’t you?
Sure I do. I usually _____________.
Good ______! I know you ________.
Most of the time!




E x am p l e:	 I am Andrew. I am eight. I am fair-haired 
and blue-eyed.
6. Look and guess what the girl often does at home.
E x am p l e:	 I think the girl often waters the plants.
7. Read and say when the girl is very good and when she 
is horrid.
a	lITTlE	GIrl	WITH	a	lITTlE	CUrl	
I	 know	 lizzy,	 a	 little	 girl.	 She	




lizzy	 is	 a	 good	 little	 girl.	 She	






























Do it yourself! Make your own page for your family album. 
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Unit 2 All Day Long
lessons 21–23
Learn to talk about  
your morning time














E x am p l e:	 It is eight o’clock. It is time to go to school.
Unit  2
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3. Look, match and say when you usually do it.
to	set	the	clock	 to	be	late	for	school
to	be	ready	for	breakfast	 to	help	sb	about	the	house
E x am p l e:	 I usually help my mum about the house on 
Saturday morning.	
4. Listen and role-play.
MOrNING	TIME	Talk



















The days are getting shorter and darker.
5. Talk with a friend about time. Use:
Good morning, ____! Where are you ________. 
What’s __?
Hi, ____. I can’t _____. I’m going to _____.
Don’t worry. They _______ from ____ to _____.








On your own: Draw the clock and show 
your favourite morning time. Write 3–5 
sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	 It is eight o’clock. It is my 
favourite morning time. It is time to go 
to school. I usually come to school at 
half past eight.
6. Look and guess when English children usually do this.
E x am p l e:	 I think English children usually go to school 
at ...	.
7. Read and say what these children have time for.
aBOUT	MOrNING	TIME
I	am	William.	I	am	an	English	schoolboy.	









































Learn to talk about  
your afternoon time


















to do  
the	room
E x am p l e:	 I can help my granddad in the yard.	
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3. Look, match and say who can do that in your family.
housework	 yard
to	look	after	the	lawn	 handicrafts
E x am p l e:	 I can look after the lawn in my family.
4. Listen and role-play.
aFTErNOON	TElEPHONE	Talk
Andrew:	 Hello,	Mary	 ann.	 andrew	 is	 speaking.	 Can	
you	come	out	to	play?







now.	 It’s	 our	 house	
cleaning	day.
Andrew:	 I	don’t	like	housework.	
I	 prefer	 to	 help	 my	
granddad	in	the	yard.	
Mary Ann:	What	is	your	duty?
Andrew:	 I	 must	 look	 after	 the	 lawn	 in	 front	 of	 our	
house.	I’m	going	to	do	it	now.




I am helping my mum about the house now.
I prefer to help my granddad in the yard.
5. Talk with a friend about your other friends. Use:
Hello, _____, ____ is speaking. Can you ____?
Hi, ____. I’m sorry I can’t. I’m ____.
Good for you! What are you _____?
I’m _______ now. It’s ______.
I don’t like ______. I prefer _____.




I’m proud ____. See ______.
See ______. Bye!
On your own: Draw a picture of your afternoon time and 
write 3–5 sentences about it.
E x am p l e:	 I like to help my mum about the house. It is 
my duty to do the room. I usually do it in the afternoon.
6. Look and guess what these children know much about.
E x am p l e:	 I think Polly has got international friends 
from ...	.























9. Talk with friends about your afternoon time. Use:
I	can	...	.	I	like	...	.	I	am	good	at	...	.	I	usually	...	.	It	is	
my	duty	to	...	.





Do it yourself! Make a colourful picture of your home after 
a house cleaning day.
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lessons 27–29
Learn to talk about  
your evening time














E x am p l e:	Children can play on their computers or read 
books in the evening.	










3. Look, match and say what is fun to do in the evening.
a	kettle	 to	have	tea
to	say	goodnight	 a	cowboy’s	costume
E x am p l e:	 It is fun to have tea together.
4. Listen and role-play.
GOOD	EVENING!
Polly:	 Good	evening,	Polly!

















I will put on a doctor’s white hat.
5. Talk with a friend about the news of the day. Use:
Good evening, ________,. Come in, ___. 
Make _____. What can I ___?
I have a problem with ______. Please, ______.
With pleasure. _________
Thank you so _____, ____!
Any time. And now we can _______. You _____, 
and I will____.
Fantastic!
On your own: Draw a picture of your 
evening time and describe it in 2–3 
sentences.
E x am p l e:	 I like to read books in the 
evening. It is a lot of fun. I have a new 
adventure book. I am sure I will enjoy it.	
6. Look and guess what Alex usually does in the evening.
E x am p l e:	 I think Alex usually ... in the evening. 
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Usually	 in	 the	 evening	 I	 am	 at	 home.	 I	 play	 on	my	
computer	or	read	an	interesting	book.	Then	I	brush	my	











9. Talk with friends about you evening time. Use:
Usually	in	the	evening	I	...	.	I	...	or	...	.	Then	I	...	.	But	
sometimes	...	.	I	enjoy	...	.	My	friend	and	I	...	.
10. Write your friend an email about your special evening. 
Begin with:
Hey, ... ,




Do it yourself! Make a picture about your evening time.
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lessons 30–32
Learn to talk about your bedtime
Word Box Communication Box


















E x am p l e:	Children usually listen to a fairytale at their 
bedtime.














3. Look, match and say what these children feel or do at eight 
o’clock.
to	feel	sleepy	 a	bedtime	story
to be in bed to go to bed in time
E x am p l e:	 It’s eight o’clock in the evening. This child 
feels sleepy.




Willie:	 Me,	 too.	 It	was	 a	 busy	 day	with	me:	 I	went	 to	
school,	did	my	lessons,	played	football	and	what	
not.	How	was	your	day,	I	wonder?	












My mum promised to tell me something special this time.
I didn’t play football.
5. Talk with a friend about your bedtime. Use: 
I say ________. It’s _____ o’clock. It’s ___, isn’t it?
Of course, ___. I feel _________.
Me, too. It was a _____ day with me: ______. 
How was your _____ , I wonder?
Very much the same. I didn’t ______, of course,  
but I ________. Now I’m ready for _______.
Are you going to ___?
Not tonight. My ___ promised to _______.
Good night! Sleep tight!
On your own: Draw a picture of your 
favourite bedtime story and de-
scribe it.
E x am p l e:	As for me, I like to listen to 
bedtime stories very much. My fafourite 
bedtime story is Pinocchio. It is about ...
48
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6. Look and guess what Jane still wanted to do when it was 
bedtime.
E x am p l e:	 I think Jane still wanted to ...	.




bed	 in	 time,	 even	 after	 a	 busy	
day.	When	 it	was	 bedtime,	 she	
still	 had	 so	many	 things	 to	do:	
cartoons,	 games,	 stories,	 or	
pictures.	
One	 evening	 the	 girl’s	 mum	










8. Label the pictures.
E x am p l e:	 It was bedtime.








10. Write a note to Wee Willie Wnkie. Use:
Dear ...	,
Thank you so much!
Now it is ... o’clock. I am in bed. 
...	. 
Good night, sleep ...	.
Yours, ...




Learn to talk about weekend fun  








1. Look and say what these children usually do on weekdays 




E x am p l e:	Children usually do their lessons on weekdays. 
They can go to the park at the weekend.










3. Look, match and say what you know about these children.
a	puppet	show	 a	museum
to	take	sb	for	a	drive	 to	play	hockey
E x am p l e:	My dad takes us for a drive on Sunday 
morning.
4. Listen and role-play.
SUNDay	PlaNS


















What are you going to do tomorrow?
5. Talk with a friend about your weekend plans.
I say, _____, tomorrow is _______. What are your 
plans?
I am going to _____ and _______.
What about _____ or _______ ?
I’m sorry I can’t, _____. Some other ______.
All _______ makes _______, you know.
Oh, no!
On your own: Take a photo of your weekend fun and write 
3–5 sentences about it.
E x am p l e:	 I have all kinds of fun at the weekend. I can 
watch a video, play tennis, go to the puppet show or the 
swimming pool. Sunday is time to play, isn’t it?
53
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6. Look and guess what Canadian children can do at the 
weekend. 
E x am p l e:	 I think Canadian children can play hockey at 
the weekend.
7. Read and say how Jack works and plays at the weekend.
JaCk’S	WEEkEND	
I	 am	 Jack.	 I	 live	 in	 Canada.	 I	 go	
to	 school	 on	 weekdays,	 but	 I	 have	 a	
weekend	to	myself.	It	starts	on	Friday	
afternoon	and	lasts	till	Sunday	evening.	
My	 typical	 weekend	 looks	 like	
this.	 On	 Friday	 evenings	 I	 can	 go	 to	
































10. Write an invitation card to your friend. Begin with:
Dear ...	,





Do it yourself! Make a front page for your invitation card.
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Unit 3 My Home
lessons 39–41
Learn to talk about  
the flat you live in









1. Look and say what there is in a house. 
hall,	 sitting	 room,	 bedroom,	 bathroom,	 nursery,	 toilet,	
kitchen	
E x am p l e:	There is a big hall in the house.
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3. Look, match and say in what room the members of the family 
like to be.
a	bedroom,	a	nursery,	a	kitchen,	a	sitting	room
E x am p l e:	The little girl likes to be in her nursery.


















– How many rooms are there in your flat?
– There are three rooms, a kitchen and a bathroom in my flat.
5. Talk with your friend about your flat. Use:
I say _______, what floor do you live оn?
I live on ____________ floor.
Is your flat ____ or ______?
Our flat is ______ and _______. I like ______.
How many rooms _________?
May I know why?
There are _____, _____ and _____.  
But my favourite room is ______.





On your own: Take (or draw) a picture of any room in your 
flat and write 3–5 sentences about it.
E x am p l e:	This is a nursery. It is small, but very cosy. 
There are many toys in my nursery. I like to play there.
6. Look and guess what the girl didn’t have in her old flat.
E x am p l e:	 I think the girl didn’t have ... in her old flat.
7. Read and say why Kate likes their new flat.
Dear grandma,
I’m so happy to tell you that I like our new 
flat so much. It is bigger and cosier than our old  
flat. 
Besides, there are four rooms in our new flat. 
One of them is mine! Isn’t it great? Unfortunately, 
I didn’t have my own room in the old flat. Now 
I spend most of my free time in this room drawing.
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You know, granny, that painting is my greatest 
hobby. So I draw many pictures and put them on 
the walls of my room. There are pictures of our 
new house and flat too. It’s a real display, my 
mum says. I am sending you the picture of my 
room. Write back and say if you like it.
Yours, Kate


























Learn to talk about  
the room you live in










1. Look and say where the furniture is. 
on	the	left,	on	the	right,	a	sofa,	in	the	middle,	a	bookcase
E x am p l e:	On the left there is a sofa.
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3. Look, match and say what furniture there is in children’s 
rooms.
a	bookcase,	a	carpet,	a	sofa,	a	writing	table,	curtains
E x am p l e:	There is a carpet in the girl’s room.




















– What furniture is there in your room?
– On the left of the room there is a bookcase.
– What is there on the right?
– There is a writing table with a computer on it.
5. Talk with a friend about your rooms. Use:
This is my room, _____ and _____. Do you _____?
Of course, I do. I also have ____ and I _______.
Of course, I do. I also have ____ and I _______.
Glad to hear it. And what furniture ________?
Oh, on the left there is _____. There are _______.
No wonder. I know you ______ and what  
is there ________?
_______ there is a _______. Sometimes I ______.
I adore ______. There is _______ in my room too,  





On your own: Take a picture of any 
room and write where the furniture 
is in it. 
E x am p l e:	This is a sitting room. 
In the middle of the room there is a 
table. There are nice flowers on it. On 
the right there is a TV set ... 
6. Look and guess what Andrew saw on the walls of Tom’s 
room.
E x am p l e:	 I think Tom saw ...
7. Read and say what Andrew liked about Tom’s house.
TOM’S	rOOM













































Do it yourself! Draw your own room for Tom.
1	board	game	–	настільна	гра
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Unit 4 My School
lessons 48–50
Learn to talk about things  
to do at school















E x am p l e:	 I like to draw at school.
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3. Look, match and say where these children study.
a	question	mark	 laughter
to	work	on	the	computer	 a	computer	lab
E x am p l e:	The teacher is talking to the boy with laughter.
4. Listen and role-play.
a	PEN	Or	a	PENCIl?
Mary:	 I	say,	Peter,	have	you	got	a	pen	or	a	pencil?








Peter:	 any	 time.	 I	 like	 school	 very	much.	 I	 love	 to	 do	











Don’t ask so many questions.
5. Talk with a friend about things to do at school. Use:
I say _____, have you got a ______ or ______?
Both. I ____ with _____ and _______.  
Why do you _____, _____?
I’m going to _________________.
Here is _____ for you, I will use _______.
Thank you, ____. I know you are always _____.
Any time. I like _____ very much. I love 
__________________. But ______ is my favourite.
Same with me. I also enjoy _______________.
I know what you mean.
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On your own: Take your pencil-box and write 3–5 senten-
ces about it. 
E x am p l e:	This is my pencil-box. It 
is small and nice. There I have all the 
school things, such as pencils, pens, 
erasers, a ruler and others.	
6. Look and guess how English children do their home tasks 
at school.
E x am p l e:	 I think English children do their home tasks ...
7. Read and say what kind of pupil Peter is. 
PETEr	aT	SCHOOl
Peter	 is	 an	 English	 boy.	 He	 lives	
with	his	parents	in	Norwich.
Peter	 goes	 to	 Blue	 Bell	 Primary	
School1.	 He	 likes	 his	 school	 very	
much.	He	loves	to	do	different	things	
at	 school:	 to	 read,	 to	 write,	 to	 draw	
and	 what	 not.	 But	 working	 on	 the	
computer	 is	 his	 favourite.	 He	 can	











mark.”	 Peter	 thought	 a	 little,	 and	 then	 again	 asked	 a	
question,	“But	tell	me,	please,	how	can	I	hold	the	dot1?”



























Learn to talk about  
your English lesson













E x am p l e:	 I can see a computer in the English classroom.










3. Look, match and say how these children learn English.
a	language	school	 to	have	a	meeting
a	cartoon	 to	try	hard
E x am p l e:	The boy is watching a cartoon at his English 
lesson.
















We are having a meeting with an international guest  
in our class today.
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5. Talk with your friend about learning English. Use:
Hey _______. Do you ____________?
Don’t you know? I go to _______.
Please help _____. We are having ________ today.  
But we all _______.
Perhaps, I can’t. I can ____________,  
but not ____ yet.
Yes, you can! Please come _________ if you can.
OK, I will. I know where __________, right?
Exactly. Thank _____.
On your own: Take a picture of your English classroom 
and describe it.
E x am p l e:	This is my English classroom. It is to the left 
of the computer lab. We do a lot of interesting things at 
our English lessons there.	...
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6. Look and guess what children like to do at the English lesson.
E x am p l e:	 I think сhildren like to ... at the English 
lesson.
7. Read and say who helps Nick to learn English.
aT	THE	ENGlISH	lESSONS
My	 name	 is	 Nick.	 I	 live	 in	
Ukraine.	 I	 a	 pupil	 of	 the	 best	
language	 school	 in	 my	 town.	
I	 like	 to	 learn	 English	 a	 lot.	
I	can	read,	and	write,	and	speak	
English,	but	not	very	well	yet.
We	 do	 so	 many	 interesting	
things	 at	 the	 English	 lessons.	































10. Write about your English lesson for the children’s 
magazine. Use:
This is the school I go to.
______________________________
______________________________
And this is my English classroom.	
______________________________
______________________________
Do it yourself! Draw a picture of your English classroom 
for your class magazine.
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Learn to talk about school books










1. Look and say what these school books are about. 
Ukrainian Maths English Nature	
Study
E x am p l e:	This school book is about Ukrainian.












3. Look, match and say where you can see them in your school.
bookshelf	 reader	(book)
reader	(person)	 facts
E x am p l e:	 I can see a bookshelf in my English classroom.
4. Listen and role-play.
SCHOOl	BOOk	Talk





Jack:	 First	 I	 read	 the	 school	 book	 and	 then	 I	 looked	
for	more	information	in	other	books,	too.	I	found	




Helen:	 It’s	 an	 English	 reader.	 It	 is	 full	 of	 adventure	







What	were you reading yesterday	when I saw you in 
the	school	library?








5. Talk with your friend about your school books. Use:
I say _______, what were you reading  
when _________?
I was reading ____________ for ______.
Was it a ____ book?
First I read ____ and then ______. I found _____.  
What did you _____?
How many rooms _________?
I took _____ for _____.
Wow! What kind of _______?
It’s a ______. It is full of _____.  
I was reading ________ the whole _____.




On your own: Take (or draw) a school book and write 3–5 
sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	This is my school book in Ukrainian. It is full 
of interesting facts. I can read them and learn a lot about 
my native language.
6. Look and guess where the girl can read books.
E x am p l e:	 I think the girl can read books in ...	.
7. Read and say if Helen is a great reader.
Dear Reader’s Magazine,
I’m writing to tell you that I adore reading. 
I read all kinds of books: school books, story books, 
readers, fairy tales and what not.
School books come first in my list. I have 
got a lot of them. They are in different school 
subjects such as Ukrainian, Maths, English, 
Nature Study and others. They are full of 
interesting information. I can read and learn a 
lot about words, numbers, animals and plants. 
There is a very good library in our school. I am 
a regular reader there. I often take books from
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the library and read them at home. I was reading 

































Learn to talk about your class









1. Look and say what classmates can do together in this 
classroom. 
to	 read,	 to	 learn,	 to	 do	homework,	 to	 listen	 to	 stories,	
to	play,	to	talk
E x am p l e:	Classmates can read together in this class room.
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3. Look, match and say what you know about these children.
grade,	to	move	away,	class,	outing,	classroom
E x am p l e:	These children are in the same class.

























– I was studying in another town from Grade One to Grade Three.
5. Talk with a friend about your сlass. Use:
Look, ___. This is our _______. Please meet ____.
With pleasure. Hello, ___! My name is ___. I’m 
going to ____. I was studying ___ from ___ to ___.
Hello, ___. Nice to _____. I’m _____.
Nice to ____, ___. Please, tell me about ______.
Our class is _____. We all like ___.  
We are fond of ____.
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I’m glad to hear that. Our interests are ____.
And now – surprise! Our class has ______!
Isn’t it amazing?
On your own: Take a picture of your 
class and write 3–5 sentences 
about it. 
E x am p l e:	Please meet my class. 
These are all my classmates. Our class 
is very friendly. We all like to learn. We 
are fond of reading and sports. ...




E x am p l e:	 I think classmates can ... together.
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7. Read and compare Paul’s old and new classes.
My	NEW	ClaSS
Part One
I’m	 Paul.	 I	 am	 a	 pupil	 of	 Grade	 Three	 now.	 I	 was	
studying	 in	 another	 town	 from	 Grade	 One	 to	 Grade	
Three.	 My	 class	 had	 twenty-five	 pupils.	 We	 were	 all	






So	 I	 am	 in	 a	 new	 class	 this	 year.	 Fortunately,	 the	
children	are	all	very	friendly.	They	like	to	learn.	They	are	
fond	of	reading	and	sports.	Our	interests	are	alike.	







































Learn to talk about your meals  
at home




















E x am p l e:	Some children like to eat cheese sandwiches.
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E x am p l e:	The girl is having porridge for breakfast.












Tommy:	 Maybe,	 but	 I	 don’t	 like	 porridge.	 I	 prefer	
sandwiches	and	tea	to	porridge	in	the	morning.
Ann:	 Tastes	differ.	In	my	family	we	have	sandwiches	





– My mum says porridge is useful for health.
– I prefer sandwiches and tea to porridge in the morning.
5. Talk with a friend about your breakfast and supper.
I say _____, how many meals ________?
As a rule, I __________. And you?
Same with me. We have _______ for breakfast.  
My mum says _____.
Maybe, but I don’t like _______. I prefer _____  
to ________ in the morning.
Tastes differ. In my family we ______ for supper.  
Mum says we mustn’t ________ before going to bed.
Right. My supper __________.
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On your own: Find a picture of your favourite food and 
write about it.
E x am p l e:	As for me, I like butter 
and jam sandwiches. As a rule, I have 
them for breakfast with tea. I make my 
sandwiches myself. I like them a lot.
6. Look and guess what food the boy’s pets like for breakfast.
E x am p l e:	 I think the boy’s pets like ...	for breakfast.




meat	 sandwiches,	 butter	 and	 jam	 sandwiches.	 There	 is	
also	tea	and	coffee	on	the	table.	My	favourite	is	a	butter	
and	jam	sandwich	and	I	have	it	with	tea.




family	 gathers,	 my	mum	 cooks	
supper.	Usually,	it	is	a	big	meal	























9. Talk with friends about your breakfast and supper. Use:
as	 a	 rule,	 ...	 for	 breakfast.	 Sometimes	 we	 have	 ...	 .	
My	mum	says	 ...	 .	 I	 prefer	 ...	 to	 ...	 for	 breakfast.	For	
supper	...	.	My	favourite	supper	food	...	.




Do it yourself! Make a front page for your cookery book.
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Learn to talk about your  
meals at school


















E x am p l e:	Children can eat soup at the school canteen.
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3. Look, match and say what these children are having for 
dinner.
cutlets,	soup,	vegetables	pies,	macaroni,	potatoes
E x am p l e:	The girl is having fish soup for dinner.









Ann:	 It’s	 also	 my	 favourite	 kind	 of	 soup.	 We	 gather	
mushrooms	in	the	forest	in	autumn	and	my	grandma	
can	cook	the	tastiest	soup.








– Oh, your grandma knows much about cooking.
– Cutlets and potatoes are to my taste.
5. Talk with a friend about dinner at your school canteen.
It’s dinner time. I’m ________. And you ________?
I’m not _____, I’m just ______. But let’s ________.
Oh, we have _______ today. I like _________.
It’s also __________.  
My ____ cooks the tastiest ___________.
Maybe, but I don’t like _______.  
I prefer _____ to ________ in the morning.
Your _____ knows ______ doesn’t she?
So she does_______ and what else _______?
There is ______ and ________ to my taste.
Bon appetit, ______. And I want ________.
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On your own: Take pictures of food 
you can eat at your school canteen 
and write 3–5 sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	We can have cutlets with 
macaroni in our school canteen. They 
are to my taste. I like them a lot.
6. Look and guess what the girl likes most of all in her school 
canteen.
E x am p l e:	 I think the girl likes ...










canteen.	 I	 often	 have	 vegetable	
or	 fish	 soup,	 meat	 or	 cutlets	
with	potatoes.	
But	 most	 of	 all	 I	 adore	














5.	Where	 can	 schoolchildren	 buy	 fruit	 juice	 or	mineral	
water?









10. Write about your dinner in a school canteen for your 
cookery book. 
I	 have	 my	 dinner	 in	 my	 school	
canteen	...	.
as	you	see,	...	.




Learn to talk about Ukrainian food

















E x am p l e:	 I think borsch is popular in Ukraine.












3. Look, match and say what food these Ukrainian children like.
vegetable/fruit	salad,	Ukrainian	borsch,	pancakes,	fried	
eggs,	varenyks,	ice	cream
E x am p l e:	Some Ukrainian children like fruit and 
vegetable salads.


















– Ukraine is rich in fruit.
– It tastes better with sour cream.
5. Talk with a friend about Ukrainian food. Use:
I say _______, do you like ________?
I do. It is ______, but ________.
_____? What surprises you _____, I wonder?
____ I believe Ukrainians like ______, and  
I prefer _____ to such food.
We also like ______. Ukraine is rich in ______,  
you know.
Maybe, but I don’t like _______. I prefer _____  
to ________ in the morning.
So it is. _______ is to my taste.
I am glad you like it. It tastes better with _____.  
Do you want to try?
I’d love to.
Come to my place _______. My mum _______.
On your own: Take a photo (picture) 
of your favourite Ukrainian food and 
write 3–5 sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	 I like Ukrainian food. 
Vegetable salad is my favourite dish. It 
tastes better with sour cream ...	. vegetable	salad
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6. Look and guess what foreign guests like to eat at “Ukrainian 
Hata”.
E x am p l e:	 I believe foreign guests like ...	.
7. Read and say what Oksana’s dream is. 
UkraINIaN	HaTa
My	 name	 is	 Oksana.	 I	 live	 in	 Ukraine	 and	 as	 all	
Ukrainians,	I	like	Ukrainian	food.	To	me,	it	is	the	tastiest.
I’m	 proud	 to	 say	 that	my	mum	 is	 good	 at	 cooking.	
She	 can	 cook	 soup,	 meat	 and	 vegetables	 well.	 But	 her	
Ukrainian	food	is	very	popular	in	our	town.
My	mum	 is	a	 cook	at	a	 cafå 
“Ukrainian	 Hata”.	 She	 knows	
much	 about	 cooking.	 Foreign	




as	 for	 me,	 I	 like	 varenyks	
very	much.	Varenyks	with	 sour	 cream	are	 to	my	 taste.	
I’m	glad	to	tell	you	that	my	dream	is	to	become	a	cook	
like	my	mum.
















10. Write about Ukrainian food for your cookery book. Use:
Ukrainian Food
Ukrainian food is popular with many people ...




Learn to talk about English food










1. Look and say what food English children adore.
cornflakes porridge bacon
toasts marmalade cream
E x am p l e:	 I think English children like cornflakes.













E x am p l e:	The children are eating cornflakes with milk.






















– English children have a bite at school.
– It’s just the time for tea.
5. Talk with a friend about English food. Use:
_______, what do ________ for breakfast?
It depends. Some children have ____,  
some _____, __________.
And what about dinner? Do you have ______?
No. English children have _______.  
Their parents ________. They have _______.
They say, _________. Is it so?
Maybe, but I don’t like _______. I prefer _____  
to ________ in the morning.
I’m also ______. But I prefer ____ to _____.
That’s right. Usually we call it _________.
By the way, it’s _____. It’s just the time _______.
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On your own: Find a picture of English 
food popular in Ukraine and write 
3–5 sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	Cornflakes are also popular 
in Ukraine. Some children like it with 
milk. But I eat them with jam.
6. Look and guess what English food the girl liked most of all.
E x am p l e:	 I think the girl liked ...	.
7. Read and say what Oksana learnt about food in England.
Dear Mum,
I am in London now. I live at my friend’s place 
and learn much interesting there. Most of all I 
like English food.
Usually they have four meals a day: breakfast, 
lunch, tea and dinner. In Ukraine we have dinner 
at two o’clock. English people call it lunch. They 
have dinner at 7 o’clock, when we have supper. 
Isn’t it interesting?
I like English white tea with toasts and 
marmalade. It is really to my taste. By the way, 
mum, do you know that English children also adore 
sandwiches? I learnt how to make new sandwiches.
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Do it yourself! Make a menu card of the English 
food for your Ukrainian friend.
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Unit 6 Holidays  
and Traditions
lessons 78–80
Learn to talk about your  
favourite holiday







Thank	 you	 for	 the	
invitation.
First	of	all,	...	




E x am p l e:	 I usually invite friends for my birthday.
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My dad and I have already decorated a room.
My granny has already baked a birthday cake.
My mum has cooked a tasty food.
5. Talk with a friend about your birthday party.
Hey _____ you look ____________.
Thank you. I have ____________.  
It’s my ______________.
Congratulations, you are _____.  
My birthday is also ______ too.
Thanks again. My ______ have already _____. My 
granny has already _____ and my mum has _______.
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You can see _______ and _____. 
They make ______.
Glad to hear. So it is _______ isn’t it?
It is. I want ____. It’s fun to ______.
Thank you for the invitation.
Please come to my place _________ OK?
With pleasure.
On your own: Show a picture of your birthday party and 
say what you and your family members have already done.
E x am p l e:	This is a picture of my birthday party. I have 
already decorated my room with balloons. My brother has 




6. Look and guess what the children do at Paul’s birthday party.
E x am p l e:	 I think Paul’s friends like ...	.
7. Read and say what Paul’s parents have already bought 





We	 celebrate	 many	 holidays	 together.	 But	 the	 biggest	
holiday	is	a	birthday	of	any	member	of	my	family.




































10. Write an invitation card for your birthday party. Use: 
Dear ...	,
I’m going to celebrate my ...	 . I want to invite 
you ...	. Please, come ...	on ...	. We’ll have fun!
Yours,
...	. 




Learn to talk about English  
spring holidays







1. Look and say what English children can do on holidays.
May	Day.	May	Queen. May	Tree.	May	Dance.
Easter.	Easter	bunny. Easter	egg.	To	roll	eggs.
E x am p l e:	Children like to dance on holidays.
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E x am p l e:	The girl likes Easter bunny.
114
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Oksana:	 Do	 you	 like	 Easter	 eggs?	 In	Ukraine	 we	 have	
a	 nice	 tradifiat	 to	 point	 eggs.	 We	 call	 them	
pysankas.
Paul:	 Not	 only	 that.	 I	 like	 Easter	 traditions	 much	
better.	I	enjoy	egg	rolling.
Oksana:	 Egg	rolling?	What	is	it?









− Have you ever rolled eggs?
− Of course I have.
5. Talk with a friend about English Easter and its traditions.
I say, ____, are there __________?
Not many. Traditionally, _______________.




Do you like _________?
Not only that. I like _____ better. I enjoy _____.
Egg rolling? What ________?
It’s a very ______. Boys _______.  
A winner ________.
Have you ever __________?
Of course I have. Last spring __________.
Great! Can you _______________?
With pleasure.
On your own: Draw symbols of Eng lish Easter 
and write 3–5 sentences about them. 
6. Look and guess what photo Polly Brown shows 
to her friends.
E x am p l e:	 I think Polly Brown shows the photo of ...	.
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My	 name	 is	 Polly	 Brown	




holiday.	 Traditionally,	 there	 is	 a	
big	parade	of	green	branches	and	
flowers.	 They	 are	 all	 symbols	 of	
spring.
Part Two




During	 the	 holiday	 we	 take	 one	 of	 the	 ribbons	 and	

































10. Write about one of the English spring holidays for your 











Learn to talk about American  
spring holidays

















E x am p l e:	Children can search for Easter eggs.
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E x am p l e:	The children like egg hunt on Easter.









Oksana:	 agreed.	 The	 Easter	 egg	 tradition	 is	 popular	
in	many	 countries.	 Paul	 told	 us	 about	 a	 very	




















− And what Easter tradition have you got?
− We have got Easter egg hunts.
5. Talk with a friend about American spring holidays. 
Use:
Look here ______, do you _____ in the USA?
Of course, we do. And we also have ________.
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Agreed. Easter eggs _______. Paul told  
us about ______. What _____ have you got?
And we have got ____. Traditionally ______, but 
they say ______! Children search for ____. It’s fun!
It really is. Are there any _____________?
Yes, there are _____________.
What a surprise! We celebrate __________  
in March. On this day _____. As a rule, _______.
Same with us. But if the weather is fine, ______.
Luckily, _________. What about ________?
On your own: Take a Mother’s Day holiday card and 
write 3–5 sentences about the holiday.
6. Look and guess what holiday is good for picnicking.
	 Mother’s	Day	 May	Day	 Easter
E x am p l e:	 I think ... is good for picnicking.
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9. Talk with friends about American spring holidays. Use:
In	 spring	americans	 celebrate	 ...	 .	 ...	 is	 an	 interesting	
Easter	tradition.	Children	adore	...	.	When	Mother’s	day	
comes	...	.	Most	of	all	children	like	...	.	as	a	rule,	...	.
10. Write about one of American spring holiday for your 
class display. 




Learn to talk about Ukrainian  
spring holidays



















E x am p l e:	Children can see people in funny clothes on 
the 1st of April.












E x am p l e:	The children laugh a lot on April Fools’ Day.
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Oksana:	look,	 veterans	 are	 going	 to	 the	Monument	 of	
Glory.	let’s	join	them.
Andrew:	I	have	got	 flowers.	We	can	put	 them	near	 the	
Eternal	Flame.
Oksana:	Good	idea.	and	I	want	to	present	veterans	with	










− Our town has a holiday look.
− I like this holiday tradition to honour soldiers who died for our 
country.
5. Talk with a friend about Ukrainian spring holidays. Use:
Look around _____. Our town has _____.  
There are many _____ everywhere.
Small wonder. Today we are celebrating _____.
Look! Veterans are going _____. Let’s ______.
Let’s ____. I have got ____. We can ______.
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Good idea. And I want to present ____.  
They are our ______.
Agreed. I like this holiday tradition.
And what are you going _______.  
There is _____ in the centre of the town.
And there is ________ too. We can ________.
On your own: Take a picture of any spring holiday and 
write 3–5 sentences about it.
E x am p l e:	This is the Day of Humour, or April Fools’ Day. 
People laugh and make jokes. They put on masks and funny 
clothes. They have fun.
6. Look and guess what family tradition Petro’s family has.
E x am p l e:	 I think Petro’s family has a tradition ...	.
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great-granddad	 cries.	 I	 think	 he	 remembers	 his	 friends	
who	died	for	their	country.	I’m	happy	to	be	with	him	at	
that	moment.	He	is	a	hero	and	I’m	proud	of	him.














Do it yourself! Make a holiday greeting card for your 
International friend.
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lessons 93–95
Learn to talk about autumn  
clothes






































E x am p l e:	 I can wear a raincoat on a rainy day.
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Helen:	Of	 course	 not!	 Nothing	 at	 all	 happened	 to	 my	
jacket.	But	something	happened	to	me	and	you!
Paul:	 But	what?





– We have grown taller and bigger since autumn.
– They are getting shorter and shorter.
5. Talk with a friend about your autumn clothes.
Hey, _____, you look _______ in your ____.  
____ new?
Thank you. I wore ____________.
Now that you mention it, I remember!  
But it looked more like ____.
True, true. And _______ were longer. Ha-ha!
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Why? What happened to _________?  
Did ____ grow smaller?
Of course not! Nothing at all happened to _____.  
But something happened to _____.
But what?
We have grown ______ and _______.  
Look at your ______. ____getting ________.
Oops!
On your own: Draw your autumn clothes and say which of 
them have “grown smaller”.
E x am p l e:	This is a picture of my 
raincoat. I wore it on rainy days 
back in autumn. It has “grown 
smaller” since then. The sleeves are 
too short. It means I have grown 
bigger.




Ex amp l e:	I think the weather is ...	in England in autumn.
7. Read and say if Helen dresses well in autumn. 
THINGS	TO	WEar	IN	aUTUMN











It	 is	 especially	 important	
to	know	what	 the	day	will	 be	
like	 in	 autumn.	 The	 weather	














8. True or False?
1.	Helen	has	got	a	little	sister.
2.	It	 is	 a	 tradition	with	Helen’s	 family	 to	 listen	 to	 the	
weather	forecast.




9. Talk with friends about your autumn clothes. Use:
I	spend	...	in	autumn.	My	...	always	listens	to	...	.	Then	
she/he	 tells	me	 how	 ...	 .	 The	 weather	 changes	 ...	 .	 So	
I	need	...	.	My	favourite	autumn	clothes	are	...	.	I	want	
to	wear	...	.










Learn to talk about winter  
weather


















E x am p l e:	 It will rain, with a strong wind.










3. Look, match and say what winter weather these children like.
snowstorm,	sleet,	sunshine,	frost
E x am p l e:	The boy likes a snowstorm.
4. Listen and role-play.
WINTEr	WEaTHEr	Talk
Oksana:	 I	say,	Paul,	do	you	like	the	weather	today?
Paul:	 Sure.	 It’s	 snowing.	What	 a	 lot	 of	 snow!	 let’s	
play	with	snow!
Oksana:	 Oh	no!	The	 snow	 is	 so	 ...	 snowy,	 if	 you	know	
what	I	mean.
Paul:	 We	can	make	the	snow	speak	under	our	feet	–	


















– Have you heard?
– We have already had a snowstorm, sleet and rain this winter.
5. Talk with a friend about winter weather.
I say, ____, do you like __________ today?
Sure. It’s ________. What a lot of _____!  
Let’s _____. __.
Oh no! _________, if you know what I mean.
We can ______.
Sounds like fun.
We have already had ____ this winter.  
It was ___ with me I just _____.
Me, too. But how do _______ feel in ______?
They have very little ____. I feel sorry _____.
Let’s _______ and ______.
What a ______ idea!
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On your own: Draw a picture of your favourite type of 
winter weather and write 3–5 sentences about it. 
E x am p l e:	Winter is all right 
with me. I like cold sunny days, 
with thick snow on the ground. I 
just put on my winter coat and 
warm boots. It’s a lot of fun to play 
snowballs in such fine weather.	
6. Look and guess what kinds of winter Wendy has in India1.
E x am p l e:	 I think Wendy has ...	in India.













the	 houses,	 the	 fields	 and	
the	 gardens.	 I’m	 a	 winter	
person,	 as	 my	 mum	 says.	
I	 like	 frost	 and	 snow,	 a	 lot	 of	 snow,	when	 the	
snow	 is	 so	snowy,	 if	you	know	what	 I	mean.	 It	









put	 on	 my	 winter	 coat	 and	 warm	 boots.	 But	
today	my	 friend	Oksana	 has	 heard	 thunder!	at	
first	 I	didn’t	believe	her	as	winter’s	 thunder	 is	
the	 world’s	 wonder,	 you	 know.	 Then	 I	 listened	
to	the	weather	report	and	they	said	it	was	true.	
I	couldn’t	believe	my	ears!







































Learn to talk about nature in spring


















E x am p l e:	We can see icicles in spring.














E x am p l e:	The weather is changing quickly on this 
spring day.









John:	 Oh,	 you	mean	 that	 first	 snowdrops	 have	 already	
appeared?
Ann:	 They	 sure	 have.	But	 there	 is	 a	 cold	wind	 today.	
let’s	walk	faster	to	keep	warm.













You can count: a snowdrop – snowdrops
 a wind  – many winds
 a season  – four seasons
 a day  – two days
They say we can have four seasons a day in spring.
You can’t count: spring, rain, snow, weather.
It looks like spring!
5. Talk with a friend about spring. Use:
Look out of the window ______!  
Spring _________ at last!
Yes, it looks like _____. It feels like ____.  
I don’t want ______.
Nobody does. Let’s _______.  
The snow _____ and we can ____ much better!
Oh, you mean ________?
_____ sure _____. But there is _______.  
Let’s ____.
Oh, it looks like ______. The weather ______.
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True, true. They say ______.
I know what you mean. ____ in the morning,  
then _______, and after that _____.
Never mind. Off we go!
On your own: Draw a picture of nature in spring and 
write 3–5 sentences about it.
6. Look and guess how the weather changed one day in April.
E x am p l e:	 I think ...	is good for picnicking.






















































Learn to talk about summer time

















E x am p l e:	Children can spend a lot of time outdoors.




















E x am p l e:	The children are spending time outdoors on 
this summer day.
4. Listen and reproduce.
SUMMEr	TIME	Talk






















– Do you want to play?
– I don’t want to play.
– Don’t you want to play?
– I do want to play.
5. Talk with a friend about summer time. Use:
Look here, ___. Our summer holidays __________.
So what?
It means that it is time to _____. We can ____.  
I can’t wait to _____.
I don’t want to.
What?! Aren’t you tired after ________?
Agreed. I like this holiday tradition.
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And what are you going _______.  
There is _____ in the centre of the town.
And there is ________too. We can ________.
On your own: Take your summer photo and write 3–5 
sentences about summer fun. 
E x am p l e:	This is my summer 
photo. I am having a lot of fun. 
I am at the river with my family. 
We are having ice cream and 
playing around.
6. Look and guess what fun Andrew is going to have in summer.
E x am p l e:	 I think Andrew is going to ...	. It will be a lot 
of fun.

















me	 to	her.	 I	want	 to	 see	Grandfather,	 too.”	The	 father	




























10. Write about your summer fun in the calendar. Use:
June July august












album / ’{lbəm/ альбом
alike /ə’lak/ схожий
altogether /"ltə'g{Də/ разом
always / ’lweIz/ завжди
amazing /ə’meIzIŋ/ дивовижний
animal / ’{nIml/ тварина
answer / ’¸nsə/ відповідь
аsk /¸sk/ запитати




bacon / ’bekən/ бекон
badge /b{dZ/ значок
bake (v) /beIk/ пекти
banker / ’b{nkə/ банкір




because /b'kÁz/ тому що
become (v) /b’kцm/ ставати
bed /bed/ ліжко
bedroom / ʼbedrüm/ спальня
bedtime / ʼbedtam/ час відпочивати
begin (began, begun) починати
believe /b'lÖv/ вірити
behave (v) /b'hev/ поводитися
besides /b’sadz/ крім того
bike /bak/ велосипед
bird /bÆ:d/ птах
biscuits / ’bskt/ печиво

























call (v) /kþl/ називати
camera / ’k{mərə/ фотоапарат
can /k{n/ могти
canteen /kən’tn/ їдальня
car racing /k¸ resŋ/ автоперегони
carpet / ’k¸pt/ килим
cartoon /k¸tün/ мультфільм





catch / ’k{¶/ ловити
celebrate / ’seləbret/ святкувати
chair /¶εə/ стілець






children / ’¶Ildr(ə)n/ діти
city / ’sIti/ велике місто















cook (n) /kUk/ кухар
cook (v) /kUk/ готувати
cookery book кулінарна книга
cornflakes кукурудзяні пластівці
correctly /kə'rektli/ правильно
costume / ’kÁstjüm/ костюм
cosy / ’kəUzi/ затишний 
count / ’kaυnt/ лічити
cowboy / ’kaυbə/ ковбой
cream / ’krÖm/ вершки
cry /kra/ плакати; кричати
curl /kÆ:l/ завивати
curtains /kÆ:tnz/ штори





diary / ’daəri/ щоденник
different / ’dfrənt/ різні
dining room / ’danŋ rüm/ їдальня
dinner / ’dnə/ обід
DIY (do it yourself) зроби сам
do (did) /dü/ робити




downstairs на нижньому поверсі
dull /dцl/ нецікавий
draw (v) /drþ/ малювати
dream /drÖm/ мрія
dress /dres/ сукня
drive /drav/ їздити на авто
duty / ’djüti/ обов’язок 
E
each /Ц¶/ кожен
early / ’Æ:li/ рано
eat (v) /Цt/ їсти






































follow / ʼfÁləU/ бути наступним
foot (feet) /füt/ нога
forehead / ʼfþhed/ чоло
foreign / ʼfÁrən/ іноземний
fortunately / ʼfþ¶ənətli/ на щастя 
forty / ʼfþti/ сорок
free / ʼfrÖ/ вільний












get off /get əf/ виходити
get up /get цp/ вставати вранці
gingerbread / ʼ³n³əbred/ пряник
girl /gÆ:l/ дівчинка










ground floor перший поверх

















health /helT/ здоров’я 









home /həUm/ дім (поняття)
hook /hUk/ гачок





































knit (v) /nIt/ в’язати 
knock /nÁk/ стукати










laugh (v) /l¸f/ усміхатися
laughter / ʼl¸ftə/ сміх
lawn /lþn/ газон























make (made) /meIk/ робити
manager / 'm{nə³ə/ менеджер





May queen травнева королева
May tree травневе дерево
mean /mÖn/ значити
meat /mÖt/ м’ясо 
meet (met, met) /mÖt/ зустрічати
melt /melt/ танути (про сніг)































nice /naIs/ хороший; приємний
night /naIt/ ніч
nightgown / 'natgaUn/ нічна со-
рочка















outdoors на свіжому повітрі
outing / ʼaυtŋ/ пікнік















pet /pet/ домашній улюбленець
photo / 'fəUtəU/ фото
piano /p'{nəU/ піаніно






play (v) /pleI/ гратися
playground дитячий майданчик
please /plÖz/ будь ласка
pleasure / ʼpleZə/ задоволення



















put (put) /pUt/ класти












read (read, read) /rÖd/ читати
reader / ʼrÖdə/ читач










ride /rad/ їздити верхи
right /rat/ правий
river / ʼrvə/ річка










same /sem/ той самий
sandwich / ʼs{nw¶/ бутерброд
sausage / ʼsþs³/ сосиска




season /sÖzn/ пора року
see (saw, seen) /sÖ/ бачити
158
sentence / ʼsentəns/ речення
set (set, set) /set/ ставити
seventy / ʼsevənti/ сімдесят
sew (v) / ʼsəU/ шити
shop /SÁp/ магазин
short /Sþt/ короткий
shout (v) /SaUt/ кричати




sitting room / ʼstŋ rüm/ вітальня
sixty / ʼsksti/ шістдесят

















sour cream / ʼsaUəkrÖm/ сметана
speak (spoke, spoken) /spÖk/ роз-
мовляти
special / ʼspeSl/ особливий






























take (took, taken) /tek/ брати 





teach (v) /tÖ¶/ навчати
teacher /tÖ¶ə/ вчитель
team /tÖm/ команда
















tonight /tə'nat/ сьогодні ввечері
tooth (teeth) /tüT/ зуб (зуби)















unfortunately /цn'fþ¶ənətli/ на 
жаль








visit (v) / ʼvzt/ відвідувати
W






water (v) / ʼwþtə/ поливати





weekday робочий день тижня
weekend вихідні наприкінці тижня
well /wel/ добре
wellington boots / ʼwelŋtn bьts/ 
гумові чоботи
wet /wet/ вологий
what not /wÁt nÁt/ будь-що
white /wat/ білий
whole /həUl/ цілий
win (v) /wn/ вигравати
wind /wnd/ вітер
window / ʼwndəU/ вікно
winter / ʼwntə/ зима 
with /wD/ з
wonder / ʼwцndə/ цікавитися




work (v) /wÆ:k/ працювати
world /wÆ:ld/ світ
write (wrote, written) /rat/ писати







yoghurt / ʼjÁgət/ йогурт 
